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Executive Summary
This report presents a summary overview of the results of the Aboriginal heritage
investigations that have been undertaken by CHMA (2020 and 2021) for the New
Bridgewater Bridge Project.
Section 1 of the report provides an introductory overview of the project. Section 2
presents a summary review of the initial Aboriginal heritage assessment undertaken by
CHMA (2020) for the broader Bridgewater Bridge study area corridor and the
subsequent sub-surface investigations carried out at designated locations by CHMA
(2021). Section 3 provides a review of those Aboriginal heritage sites that are situated
within and in close proximity to the New Bridgewater Bridge Project Land. Section 4
provides a summary of the Aboriginal heritage management recommendations that have
been developed for the project.
Detailed information regarding the locations and descriptions of the Aboriginal heritage
sites identified within and in close proximity to the Project Land have been deliberately
omitted from Sections 1 to 4 of the report. This information is presented in the
Appendices of the report, which are not intended for public viewing.
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1.0

Introduction

The existing bridge that spans the River Derwent at Bridgewater is coming to the end of
its functional life, and on this basis the Department of State Growth (State Growth) is
looking at a range of construction options for the replacement of the Bridgewater Bridge
across the River Derwent between Granton and Bridgewater.
CHMA Pty Ltd and Aboriginal Heritage Officer (AHO) Rocky Sainty were engaged by
State Growth to undertake an initial Aboriginal heritage assessment for a broader
Bridgewater Bridge study area corridor in order to identify any potential Aboriginal
heritage constraints. The CHMA (2020) assessment resulted in the identification of five
Aboriginal sites. Four of these sites were re-recordings of registered Aboriginal sites
(AH1382, AH1383/AH7775, AH7776, AH11873), with the fifth site being a new recording
(AH13833). In addition to these five sites, three Potential Archaeological Deposits
(PADs) were identified within the study area corridor. PADs 1 and 2 are situated on the
northern margins of the River Derwent, with PAD 3 being situated on the east margins of
the Black Snake Rivulet, on the south side of the River Derwent (see section 2 for further
details). A previously recorded isolated artefact (site AH11190) could not be relocated
during the survey program. CHMA (2020) prepared a report that documented the
findings of the assessment. The report was subsequently reviewed and approved by
Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania (AHT).
In December 2020 the New Bridgewater Bridge Project was declared a major project
(under the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 ) and the Project Land was
defined as per the Major Project Proposal (see Figures 1-3).
CHMA Pty Ltd and Rocky Sainty (AHO) were subsequently engaged by State Growth to
undertake a program of sub-surface investigations within the PAD1 and PAD3 areas.
The purpose of the sub-surface investigations was to determine the extent and nature of
Aboriginal heritage values within these two PAD areas, and based on the findings of the
investigations, to develop appropriate management/mitigation options. No test pitting
was required to be undertaken within the PAD2 area, which was outside the Project
Land. The test pitting program confirmed the presence of low density shell midden and
artefact deposits at PAD1 and low density artefact deposits at PAD3 (see section 2 for
further details).
CHMA (2021) prepared a report that documented the findings of the sub-surface
investigations. The report was subsequently reviewed and approved by Aboriginal
Heritage Tasmania (AHT).
This Aboriginal Heritage Management Plan (AHMP) prepared by CHMA deals
specifically with those Aboriginal heritage sites that are located within or in the
immediate vicinity of the Project Land.
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Figure 1: Topographic map showing the general location of the New Bridgewater Bridge Project Land
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Figure 2: Aerial image showing the defined extent of the New Bridgewater Bridge Project Land
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Figure 3: Topographic map showing the defined extent of the New Bridgewater Bridge Project Land
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2.0

Overview of Aboriginal Heritage Assessments

2.1
Results of the CHMA (2020) Survey Assessment
CHMA Pty Ltd and Aboriginal Heritage Officer (AHO) Rocky Sainty were engaged by
State Growth to undertake an initial Aboriginal heritage assessment for a broader
Bridgewater Bridge study area corridor in order to identify any potential Aboriginal
heritage constraints. CHMA (2020) prepared a report that documented the findings of
the assessment. The report was subsequently reviewed and approved by AHT (Advice
provided on the 5-2-2021). The following provides a summary overview of the
assessment.
The CHMA (2020) assessment resulted in the identification of five Aboriginal sites. Four
of these sites were re-recordings of registered Aboriginal sites (AH1382,
AH1383/AH7775, AH7776, 11873), with the fifth site being a new recording (AH13833).
Sites AH1382, AH1383/AH7775 and AH7776 are all shell midden deposits that are
located on the northern margins of the River Derwent Estuary, downstream (east of the
Bridgewater Bridge). Site AH11873 is an isolated artefact that is located within a rural
farm paddock, approximately 40m north of the East Derwent Highway. Site AH13833 is
an isolated artefact that is located 220m to the south of the southern margins of the
River Derwent, and 600m downstream (south-east) of Bridgewater Bridge. Table 1
provides the summary details for the five recorded Aboriginal sites.
CHMA (2020) also identified three Potential Archaeological Deposits (PADs) were
identified within the study area corridor. PADs1 and 2 were situated on the northern
margins of the River Derwent, with PAD3 being situated on the east margins of the Black
Snake Rivulet, on the south side of the River Derwent. PAD1 incorporated registered
site AH1383/7775. PAD2 incorporated registered sites AH7776, AH1382 and AH1381.
Table 2 provides the summary details for these three PAD areas.
The Aboriginal Heritage Register (AHR) search results for the project identified that there
are an additional four registered Aboriginal sites that are reported to be located within
the Bridgewater Bridge study area corridor (sites AH10801, AH10802, AH1381 and
AH11190). The artefacts associated with site AH10801 (Isolated artefact) and AH10802
(Artefact scatter) were salvage collected under Permit No. 09/08 and subsequent subsurface investigations did not identify any additional artefacts at these two site locations.
Despite an extensive search, sites AH1381 (a shell midden) and AH11190 (an isolated
artefact) could not be relocated by CHMA (2020).
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Table 1: Summary details for the Aboriginal sites recorded by CHMA (2020) during
the survey assessment of the Bridgewater Bridge Corridor Study Area
AH No.
AH7775/1383

Site Type
Shell
midden/Artefact
scatter

AH13833

Isolated
artefact

AH1382

Shell midden

AH7776

Shell
midden/Artefact
scatter

AH11873

Isolated
artefact

Site Description
Site is located on the northern foreshore margins of the River Derwent,
approximately 200m downstream (east) of the Bridgewater Bridge. Site
is a sparse shell midden material that is exposed across a 9m x 7m area,
on a series of erosion scalds, around a row of pine trees.
Previous recordings of the site undertaken by Austral Archaeology
(1997) and CHMA (2011) indicated that the site extends further along the
foreshore margins, within the row of pines, and that stone artefacts were
also identified in association with the midden material.
Site is located 220m to the south of the southern margins of the River
Derwent, and 600m downstream (south-east) of Bridgewater Bridge, on
the gentle lower north-east side slopes of a north-south trending ridge
line. Artefact is situated in the landscaped verge, adjacent to the slip lane
from Black Snake Road onto the south bound lanes of the Brooker
Highway.
Site is located on the northern margins of the River Derwent,
approximately 500m downstream (south-east) of the Bridgewater Bridge,
at Woods Point. Low to moderate density deposit of shell midden
material was identified along a 40m section of a 4m vehicle track that
runs along the southern edge of the point.
Site is located on the northern margins of the River Derwent,
approximately 430m downstream (south-east) of the Bridgewater Bridge.
Low density deposit of shell midden material was identified along a 40m
section of a 4m vehicle track that runs along the southern edge of the
point.
Site is situated in a farm paddock, approximately 40m north of the East
Derwent Highway. The terrain where the site is located is
characteristically flat to very gently sloping.

Table 2: Summary details for the three PAD areas identified by CHMA (2020) within
the Bridgewater Bridge Corridor Study Area
Area
PAD 1
PAD 2

PAD 3

Description
PAD encompasses 100m x 10m area on the northern margins of the River Derwent estuary,
200m downstream (east) of the Bridgewater Bridge. PAD incorporates site AH1383/7775.
PAD encompasses a 200m x 130m area at Woods Point, on the northern margins of the River
Derwent estuary, 400m to 600m downstream (east) of the Bridgewater Bridge. PAD
incorporates sites AH7776, AH1382 and AH1381.
PAD encompasses 120m x 70m area on the elevated and level eastern margins of the Black
Snake Rivulet. It is expected that moderate densities of artefacts may be present in this area.
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2.2
Results of the CHMA (2021) Sub-Surface Investigations at PADs 1 and 3
CHMA Pty Ltd and Rocky Sainty (AHO) were subsequently engaged by State Growth to
undertake a program of sub-surface investigations within the PAD1 and PAD3 areas.
The purpose of the sub-surface investigations is to determine the extent and nature of
Aboriginal heritage values within these two PAD areas, and based on the findings of the
investigations, to develop appropriate management/mitigation options. No test pitting
was required to be undertaken within the PAD2 area, which was clearly outside the
Project Land. CHMA (2021) prepared a report that documented the findings of the subsurface investigations. The report was subsequently reviewed and approved by AHT
(Advice provided on the 26-3-2021). The following provides a summary overview of the
test pitting program implemented by CHMA (2021).
Results for PAD1 (incorporating site AH1383/AH7775)
The test pitting involved the excavation of a total of 30 test pits across the PAD1 area
and surrounds (Pits 31-60). A total of 14 stone artefacts were recovered from these test
pits. Five of the test pits were artefact bearing (pits 31-33-35-36 and 37).
In addition, low densities of shell midden material were recovered from five of the test
pits (pits 31-34-35-36 and 37). No lenses or stratified deposits of midden material was
identified in any of these pits. Instead, fragments of shell material was scattered
throughout the soil deposits. This means that all of the Aboriginal cultural deposits
recovered through the test pitting program at PAD1 (stone artefacts and shell midden
material) came from just six test pits. The six test pits that yielded cultural deposits were
all clustered at the north-west end of PAD1, across an area measuring approximately
25m x 20m.
Based on the observations made during the test pitting program, and the previous
recording of this site undertaken by Stanton (1997) and CHMA (2011 and 2018), it
appeared that the artefact deposits associated with this site was confined to an area
measuring approximately 70m x 20m wide. The site may once have been larger in
spatial extent. However, the area to the north and west of the site has been very heavily
impacted by development activity and any artefact deposits that may once have been
present in these areas appears to have been destroyed.
CHMA (2021) advised that the density and nature of the artefact deposits present at site
AH1383/AH7775 was consistent with this area having been utilised as an interim
seasonal camp site positioned on the northern margins of the River Derwent. The test
pitting indicated that there may have been wind-blown Pleistocene sand deposits in this
area, and these deposits may have provided a comfortable, well-drained locale for
camping, which afforded easy access to the estuarine resources along this section of the
river.
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Results for PAD3
The test pitting involved the excavation of a total of 30 test pits across the PAD3 area
(Pits 1-30). A total of eight stone artefacts were recovered from these test pits, with
these artefacts being recovered from five test pits. The test pitting program at PAD3
confirmed the presence of low density deposits of stone artefacts. These deposits were
confined to the central and southern portions of the PAD, across an area measuring
approximately 75m (north-south) x 50m. These deposits were classified as a newly
recorded Aboriginal site which has been designated as AH13880.
CHMA (2021) advised that the artefact densities identified at site AH13880 were
consistent with more sporadic levels of activity. It was likely that these margins on the
east side of Black Snake Rivulet was occasionally utilised as an interim camp site.
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3.0

Aboriginal Heritage Sites Within and in the Immediate
Vicinity of the Project Land

In December 2020 the New Bridgewater Bridge Project was declared a major project
(under the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 ) and the Project Land was
defined as per the Major Project Proposal (see Figures 1-3).
A review of the information prepared by CHMA (2020 and 2021) has confirmed that
there are three Aboriginal heritage sites that are situated within the defined boundaries
of the Project Land (sites AH11190, AH13833 and AH13880). All three sites are situated
on the southern side of the River Derwent, within the southern portion of the Project
Land. Sites AH11190 and AH13833 are both classified as Isolated artefacts. As noted
previously, site AH11190 was originally recorded by CHMA (2011) but was not able to
be re-located during the survey assessment carried out by CHMA (2020). Site AH13880
is a low-density artefact deposit comprising eight stone artefacts across an area
measuring 75m x 50m. The site was identified during the test pitting program undertaken
at PAD3 by CHMA (2021).
In addition to these three Aboriginal sites, there are five registered Aboriginal heritage
sites that are situated in close proximity to the Project Land (sites AH11873,
AH1383/7775, AH7776, AH1381 and AH1382). All five of these sites are confirmed as
being situated outside the defined boundaries of the Project Land and are not under any
threat of any direct impacts associated with the New Bridgewater Bridge project. Site
AH11873 is an Isolated artefact. Site AH1383/7775 is a shell midden with an associated
artefact scatter that was investigated by CHMA (2021) as part of the test pitting program
at PAD1. Sites AH7776, AH1381 and AH1382 are all classified as shell middens and are
incorporated within the PAD2 area identified by CHMA (2020).
Section 4 of this report presents a summary of the Aboriginal Heritage Management
Plan developed for the New Bridgewater Bridge Project Land. This includes summary
management recommendations for the three Aboriginal heritage sites confirmed as
being present within the Project Land and the five Aboriginal heritage sites located in
close proximity to the Project Land. The detailed Aboriginal Heritage Management Plan
is presented in Appendix 1. Maps showing the locations of these Aboriginal sites are
presented in Appendix 2. The detailed site descriptions for these sites are presented in
Appendix 3.
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4.0

Summary Aboriginal Heritage Management Plan

4.1

Summary Management Recommendations for Aboriginal Heritage Sites
Situated within the Project Land
There are three Aboriginal heritage sites that are situated within the defined boundaries
of the Project Land (sites AH11190, AH13833 and AH13880). All three sites are situated
on the southern side of the River Derwent, within the southern portion of the Project
Land. Table 3 provides the summary management recommendations for these three
sites.
Table 3: Summary management recommendations for Aboriginal heritage sites
within the Project Land
Site Name
AH11190
AH13833
AH13880

Site Type
Isolated Artefact
Isolated Artefact
Artefact scatter

Management Recommendations
The preferred management option is to avoid impacts to these
sites and to put the following measures in place to protect
these sites during construction.
- Erect temporary durable high visibility barricading around
the sites with a 2m radial buffer applied.
- Note the location of the sites on the development
construction plan.
- Inform construction contractors of the location of the sites
and the requirement to avoid impacts to sites.
All Aboriginal relics are protected under the Aboriginal Heritage
Act 1975 (The Act) and it is illegal to destroy, damage, deface,
conceal or otherwise interfere with a relic, unless in accordance
with the terms of a permit granted by the Minister. Therefore, if
it appears that there is the potential that any or all of these sites
may be impacted by the proposed bridge construction works,
then the proponent will need to apply for and obtain a Permit to
impact the site(s), prior to construction works commencing.

4.2

Summary Management Recommendations for Aboriginal Heritage Sites
Situated in close proximity to the Project Land
There are five registered Aboriginal heritage sites that are situated in close proximity to
the Project Land (sites AH1383/7775, AH11873, AH7776, AH1381 and AH1382). All five
of these sites are confirmed as being situated outside the defined boundaries of the
Project Land and are not under any threat of any direct impacts associated with the New
Bridgewater Bridge project.
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Table 4: Summary management recommendations for Aboriginal heritage sites
situated in close proximity to the Project Land
Site Name
AH1383/AH7775

Site Type
Shell
midden/Artefact
scatter

AH11873

Isolated artefact

AH7776
AH1381
AH1382

Shell midden
Shell Midden
Shell midden

Management Recommendations
Site is located just to the east of the Project Land, on the north
side of the River Derwent. Site is not under direct threat of
impact. However, in order to mitigate against the risk of
accidental impacts the following procedures should be
followed.
- The location of the sites should be plotted onto the new
Bridgewater Bridge detailed design plans as exclusion
zones and noted throughout relevant construction plans
that the sites are not to be impacted.
- Inform construction contractors of the location of the three
sites and the requirement to avoid impacts to these sites.
- Prior to construction commencing, erect temporary
durable high visibility barricading around the grid
reference location points provided for the sites with a 2m
radial buffer applied. The barricading is to remain in place
for the duration of construction and is to be removed at
the completion of construction.
- The barricaded exclusion zones should be monitored and
maintained throughout the life of the project.
- Signage for the barricaded areas should only note that
these are exclusion zones.
Site is located around 250m to the east of the Project Land
and is under no direct threat of impact. Note site location on
development construction plan and avoid.
Sites are all incorporated within the broader PAD2 area, which
is located around 250m to the east of the Project Land. The
sites and PAD2 area are not under any direct threat of impact.
Note location on development construction plan and avoid.

4.3
General Recommendations
If, during the course of proposed bridge construction works, previously undetected
archaeological sites or objects are located, the processes outlined in the Unanticipated
Discovery Plan should be followed (see Appendix 4). A copy of the Unanticipated
Discovery Plan should be kept on site during all ground disturbance and construction
work. All construction personnel should be made aware of the Unanticipated Discovery
Plan and their obligations under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1975 (the Act).
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Appendix 1
Detailed Aboriginal Heritage Management Plan
For the New Bridgewater Bridge Project Land
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Recommendations for Aboriginal Heritage Sites Situated within the Project Land
There are three Aboriginal heritage sites that are situated within the defined boundaries
of the Project Land (sites AH11190, AH13833 and AH13880). All three sites are situated
on the southern side of the River Derwent, within the southern portion of the Project
Land. Table 1 provides the summary details for these three sites. The map series in
Appendix 2 shows the location of these three sites in relation to the Project Land. The
detailed site descriptions are provided in Appendix 3.
The preferred management strategy for each of these three sites is to avoid impacts and
to put the following procedures in place to protect these sites during construction.
- The location of the sites should be plotted onto the new Bridgewater Bridge detailed
design plans as exclusion zones and noted throughout relevant construction plans
that the sites are not to be impacted.
- Inform construction contractors of the location of the three sites and the requirement
to avoid impacts to these sites.
- Prior to construction commencing, erect temporary durable high visibility barricading
around the grid reference location points provided for the sites with a 2m radial
buffer applied. The barricading is to remain in place for the duration of construction
and is to be removed at the completion of construction.
- The barricaded exclusion zones should be monitored and maintained throughout the
life of the project.
- Signage for the barricaded areas should only note that these are exclusion zones.
All Aboriginal relics are protected under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1975 (The Act) and it
is illegal to destroy, damage, deface, conceal or otherwise interfere with a relic, unless in
accordance with the terms of a permit granted by the Minister. Therefore, if it appears
that there is the potential that any or all of these sites may be impacted by the proposed
bridge construction works, then the proponent will need to apply for and obtain a Permit
to impact the site(s), prior to construction works commencing.
Table 1: Summary details for Aboriginal heritage sites within the Project Land
Site Name

Site Type

Grid Reference
(GDA94)
E518700 N5266761

AH11190

Isolated
Artefact

AH13833

Isolated
Artefact

E518816 N5266562

AH13880

Artefact
scatter

E518735 N5266290
E518783 N5266277
E518767 N5266211
E518742 N5266249

Description
Site was originally recorded by CHMA (2011) but could
not be relocated during the CHMA (2020) survey
assessment. The site was reported to be situated
approximately 100m south of the southern foreshores of
the Derwent River, and 300m down-stream (east) of the
existing Bridge.
Artefact is situated in the landscaped verge, adjacent to
the slip lane from Black Snake Road onto the south bound
lanes of the Brooker Highway.
Low density deposits of stone artefacts confined to an
area measuring approximately 75m x 50m, on the east
margins of Black Snake Rivulet.
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Management Recommendations for Aboriginal Heritage Sites Situated in close
proximity to the Project Land
There are five registered Aboriginal heritage sites that are situated in close proximity to
the Project Land (sites AH1383/7775, AH11873, AH7776, AH1381 and AH1382). All five
of these sites are confirmed as being situated outside the defined boundaries of the
Project Land and are not under any threat of any direct impacts associated with the New
Bridgewater Bridge project.
Table 2 provides the summary details for these five sites. The map series in Appendix 2
shows the location of these five sites in relation to the Project Land. The detailed site
descriptions are provided in Appendix 3.
Site AH1383/AH7775 is situated just to the east of the Project Land, on the northern
margins of the River Derwent. The following measures should be implemented to ensure
that the site is protected during construction.
- The location of the site should be plotted onto the new Bridgewater Bridge detailed
design plans as an exclusion zone and noted throughout relevant construction plans
that the site is not to be impacted.
- Inform construction contractors of the location of the site and the requirement to
avoid impact to this site.
- Prior to construction commencing, erect temporary durable high visibility barricading
around the grid reference location points provided for the site with a 2m radial buffer
applied. The barricading is to remain in place for the duration of construction and is
to be removed at the completion of construction.
Site AH11873 is an Isolated artefact that is located around 250m to the east of the
Project Land and is under no direct threat of impact. The location of the site should be
plotted onto the new Bridgewater Bridge detailed design plans as an exclusion zone and
noted throughout relevant construction plans that the site area is to be avoided.
Sites AH7776, AH1382 and AH1381 are three Aboriginal shell midden sites which are
incorporated within the broader PAD2, which encompasses a 200m x 130m area at
Woods Point, on the northern margins of the River Derwent estuary. The sites and PAD2
area are located around 250m to the east of the Project Land and are not under any
direct threat of impact. The location of the PAD2 area should be plotted onto the new
Bridgewater Bridge detailed design plans as an exclusion zone and noted throughout
relevant construction plans that the PAD2 area is to be avoided.
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Table 2: Summary details for Aboriginal heritage sites situated in close proximity
to the Project Land
Site Name
AH1383/AH7775

E518681 N5267870
E518652 N5267897
E518649 N5267907
E518653 N5267923
E518654 N5267923
E518661 N5267917
E518668 N5267909
E518690 N5267878

Site Type
Shell
midden/Artefact
scatter

Description
Site is located just to the east of the Project
Land, on the northern margins of the River
Derwent. The artefact deposits associated
with this site was confined to an area
measuring approximately 70m x 20m wide.

Site is located around 250m to the east of
the Project Land, in a farm paddock,
approximately 40m north of the East
Derwent Highway.
PAD2 encompasses a 200m x 130m area
at Woods Point, on the northern margins of
the River Derwent estuary. PAD2
incorporates sites AH7776, AH1382 and
AH1381.The sites and PAD2 area are
located around 250m to the east of the
Project Land and are not under any direct
threat of impact. Note location on
development construction plan and avoid.

AH11873

E519664 N5268751

Isolated artefact

PAD2
incorporating
sites AH7776
AH1381 AH1382

E518732 N5267797
E518770 N5267842
E518783 N5267844
E518807 N5267914
E518903 N5267857
E519017 N5267856
E519040 N5267843
E518988 N5267787
E518888 N5267716
E518867 N5267716
E518836 N5267739
E518781 N5267808

Potential
Archaeological
Deposit
encompassing three
Registered Shell
midden sites

General Recommendations
If, during the course of proposed bridge construction works, previously undetected
archaeological sites or objects are located, the processes outlined in the Unanticipated
Discovery Plan should be followed (see Appendix 4). A copy of the Unanticipated
Discovery Plan should be kept on site during all ground disturbance and construction
work. All construction personnel should be made aware of the Unanticipated Discovery
Plan and their obligations under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1975 (the Act).
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Appendix 2
Map series showing the location of Aboriginal heritage sites
located within and in close proximity to the Project Land
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Figure 1: Topographic map showing the location of the three Aboriginal heritage sites that are situated within the Project Land
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Figure 2: Topographic map showing the location of the five Aboriginal heritage sites that are situated in close proximity to the Project Land
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Appendix 3
Detailed Site Descriptions
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Site Name: AH11190
Site Type: Isolated artefact
Grid references: E518700 N5266761 (GDA 94)
Previous Recordings of the Site
Site AH11190 is an isolated artefact that was recorded by CHMA (2011). The site
was situated approximately 100m south of the southern foreshores of the Derwent River,
and 300m down-stream (east) of the existing Bridge. The artefact was located on a
graded vehicle track that runs in an east-west direction across the lower slopes of a hill.
Despite an extensive search, the site could not be relocated during the current survey
assessment. Surface visibility on the track in the vicinity of the site location was
generally good (70%). It is possible that this artefact has been displaced by vehicle
activity.
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Site Name: AH13833
Site type: Isolated Artefact
Grid Reference (GDA94) E518816 N5266562
Site Description
Site AH13833 is classified as an Isolated artefact. The site is located approximately
220m to the south of the southern margins of the River Derwent, and 600m downstream
(south-east) of Bridgewater Bridge. The River Derwent estuary is a ‘ria’ or drowned river
valley formed by coastal submergence about 6,000 years ago. The shoreline of the
estuary in the surrounds of Bridgewater is low-energy, with mudflats and shoals exposed
at low tide (see Plate 4). The River is estuarine around Bridgewater is estuarine, and
subject to tidal influences. This low energy shoreline hosts a range of low energy shell
fish species, including mud oyster and black mussel, which would have been important
components of the traditional Aboriginal diet.
The site is positioned on the gentle lower north-east side slopes of a north-south
trending ridge line. The slope gradient where the sites is located is around 3⁰. It is
situated around 30m to the east of the lower reaches of the Black Snake Rivulet. This
semi-permanent water course has its headwaters in the rugged mountain ranges of
Snake Mount. The rivulet flows in a north-east direction, and empties into the River
Derwent, just to the south-east of the Bridgewater Bridge.
The artefact is situated in a moderate to highly disturbed context. It is situated in the
landscaped verge, adjacent to the slip lane from Black Snake Road onto the south
bound lanes of the Brooker Highway. This area has been cleared of native vegetation,
and replanted with a small stand of Eucalypt plantings. Despite these disturbances, it is
evident that the original natural soil deposits are still present in this area, albeit in a
disturbed context. The artefact was identified on an erosion scald measuring
approximately 5m x 3m, around the base of a semi-mature eucalypt tree. Surface
visibility on the erosion scald was high (80%). Surface visibility in the general surrounds
of the site, within this landscaped road verge area, was reasonable (50%), with
vegetation ground cover being quite sparse. Given some constraints in surface visibility,
it is possible that additional undetected artefacts may be present in this area. However,
based on the observed surface expression of artefact, densities would be expected to be
low to very low. The soils in this area are consolidated grey regolith clays which appear
to be quite shallow, and have limited potential to comprise sub-surface artefact deposits.
Any deposits that are present will have been heavily disturbed.
Artefact details
Dark grey chert core (1 platform and 3 facets), with retouch around base 67mm x 56mm
x 34mm
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Plate 1: View south at the location of site AH13833

Plate 2: View north at the location of site AH13833
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Plate 3: The grey chert core from site AH13833

Plate 4: The grey chert core from site AH13833
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Site Name: AH13880
Site Type: Artefact scatter
Grid references
E518735 N5266290
E518783 N5266277
E518767 N5266211
E518742 N5266249
Site AH13880 is classified as a low density artefact scatter. The site is located on the
eastern margins along Black Snake Rivulet, in the southern portion of the study area
corridor. Black Snake Rivulet is a semi-permanent water course that empties into the
River Derwent, just to the south-east of the Bridgewater Bridge. Much of the margins of
the rivulet has been developed, and/or is steeply incised. The site area encompasses
farm paddocks which have not been developed. The area is flat to gently sloping and is
well drained and elevated above the floodplains of the rivulet. There appears to be
reasonable soil depth in this area. No Aboriginal sites or artefacts were identified in this
area during the original survey assessment conducted by CHMA (2020) for the
Bridgewater Bridge Replacement Project. However, grass cover was thick, reducing
surface visibility to less than 5%. Based on predictive modelling CHMA (2020)
postulated that this area may have been utilised as an interim Aboriginal camp site
location, being situated adjacent to a reliable fresh water source, and being in close
proximity (within 400m) of the resource rich River Derwent estuary. It was expected that
moderate densities of artefacts may be present in this area. The areas was classified as
a potential archaeological deposit by CHMA (2020) and it was recommended that subsurface investigations be carried out in this area.
The test pitting involved the excavation of a total of 30 test pits across the PAD3 area
(Pits 1-30). A total of eight stone artefacts were recovered from these test pits, equating
to an average artefact density 1.06 artefacts per conflated square metre. Five of the test
pits were artefact bearing (pits 1-4-17-24-27), with the highest number of artefacts
recovered from Pit 27, which yielded three artefacts, equating to 12 artefacts per
conflated square metre. Besides these eight artefacts, no other suspected Aboriginal
cultural features or objects were identified through the test pitting program. Table 6
provides the summary details for the test pitting program at PAD3, with Figure 9
providing a map of the distribution of the 30 test pits, which is colour coded to denote the
artefact bearing test pits.
The five test pits that yielded cultural deposits are all clustered within the central and
southern portion of PAD3, across an area measuring approximately 75m (north-south) x
50m (see Figure 9 and Plate 9). Artefact densities are characteristically low to lowmoderate across this area. As no Aboriginal sites had previously been recorded in this
area, these deposits are classified as a newly recorded Aboriginal site which has been
designated as AH13880.
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All test pits were excavated to bedrock or decomposing bedrock. The soil profile across
PAD3 was generally consistent, comprising an upper soil horizon of brown clay loams,
which transition to a more compact dark brown gravelly clays. Bedrock or regolith
decomposing bedrock was typically encountered at a depth of between 22cm and 32cm
(see Plate 10). The vast majority of artefacts recovered from the test pitting program
were confined to the top 10cm of the soil horizon (spit 1). Only one artefact was
recovered below this depth, this being a single artefact which was identified in spit 2 of
Pit 1.
The PAD3 area has been cleared of native vegetation and replanted with grasses. Soil
deposits are quite heavily disturbed through these past land-use practices, and it is clear
that there has been moderate levels of post depositional disturbances to the artefact
deposits. The most likely explanation for the observed trend in artefact distributions
through the soil profile is that the artefacts were initially deposited on the soil surface by
Aboriginal people occupying this area. The artefacts have subsequently moved up and
down through the more loosely consolidated upper soil horizons, as a result of bioturbation, pedogenic processes and land clearance activity.
Artefact details
Pit
Spit Artefact Typology
No.
1
1
whole flake

Stone Material

Colour

Length

Width

Depth

brown

29

20

8

Dark brown
brown,red-brown
pink-brown, redbrown
grey-brown
red-grey
grey
yellow-brown

47
23
37

56
21
31

13
17
15

21
32
9
16

10
19
10
7

5
13
2
3

1
4
17

2
1
1

whole flake
flaked piece
angular fragment

Indurated
Sedimentary
Igneous
Silcrete
Silcrete

24
27
27
27

1
1
1
1

whole flake
angular fragment
flake fragment
whole flake

Quartzite
Quartzite
Silcrete
Silcrete
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Plate 1: View north across the southern and central portions of PAD3 (site AH13880),
where low to low-moderate densities of artefacts were identified through the test pitting
program

Plate 2: The sone artefacts recovered from the test pitting program at PAD3 (site
AH13880)
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Site Name: AH1383/7775
Site Type: Shell midden/Artefact scatter
Grid references
E518681 N5267870
E518652 N5267897
E518649 N5267907
E518653 N5267923
E518654 N5267923
E518661 N5267917
E518668 N5267909
E518690 N5267878
Site Description
Site AH7775/1383 was originally recorded by Austral Archaeology and Steve Stanton
(1997) and was described as an extensive scatter of shell fragments extending along the
northern Derwent River foreshore, approximately 175m east of the Bridge. The site
consisted of fragments of oyster shell which had been exposed by the growth of the
large pine trees in the area. The dimensions of the site were reported to be 90 metres in
length by up to 12 metres in width. The site is reported to have been disturbed by the
establishment of the gravel access road to the property, with fragments of shell visible in
the paddock on the other (northern) side of the road, away from the main concentration
of shell (Stanton (1997). Site 7775 is situated within the immediate vicinity of site AH
1383 recorded by Officer (1980), and given their spatial proximity were considered likely
to be part of the one site complex.
Site AH1383/7775, was re-recorded by CHMA (2011) as part of a subsequent
investigation for the Bridgewater Bridge Planning Study. The site was described by
CHMA (2011) as an extensive thin veneer of broken shell material that was observed to
extend over an area measuring approximately 100m (east-west) x 10m (north-south).
The shell material was exposed along a series of small erosion patches that occur
primarily around the bases of a row of mature pine trees that extend along this section of
the foreshore. The shell has been heavily fragmented, and much of the material has
been burnt. Despite the heavily fragmented nature of the shell material, two types of
shellfish could be identified as being definitively represented in the midden, these being
black mussel (Mytilus planulatus) and mud oyster (Ostrea angasi). A small number of
stone artefacts were also observed to be in association with this shell.
The site was subsequently re-recorded again by CHMA (2018), as part of an
assessment of a proposed residential sub-division at Bridgewater. The site was reported
to comprise a scatter of shell midden material exposed across an area measuring 9m x
7m, on a series of erosion scalds around the base of a mature pine tree.
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CHMA (2020) Survey Findings
During the CHMA (2020) survey assessment for the Bridgewater Bridge corridor, a
sparse deposit of shell midden material was identified in the area where CHMA (2018)
previously recorded midden material associated with site AH7775/AH1383. The shell
midden material was exposed across a series of erosion scalds around the base of a
mature pine tree, within an area measuring approximately 9m x 7m. The shell has been
heavily fragmented, and much of the material has been burnt. Despite the heavily
fragmented nature of the shell material, two types of shellfish could be identified as
being definitively represented in the midden, these being black mussel (Mytilus
planulatus) and mud oyster (Ostrea angasi). No stone artefacts were identified in
association with the midden deposit. However, it is noted that CHMA (2011) previously
recorded a few stone artefacts in this area.
Whilst the the CHMA (2020) recording is consistent with the CHMA (2018) observations,
It is noted that the current spatial boundaries of the site is significantly smaller compared
with the previous recordings undertaken by Austral Archaeology and Steve Stanton
(1997) and CHMA (2011). This apparent discrepancy is attributed to constrained surface
visibility conditions. At the time of the current survey, surface visibility under the row of
pine trees where site AH7775/AH1383 is reported to extend across was poor (5-10%)
due to vegetation cover. The site is therefore acknowledged as having been
demonstrated to extend beyond the current recorded boundaries.
The site has been heavily impacted by land clearing and landscaping activity. Therefore,
any sub-surface cultural deposits that may be associated with this site will be in a
disturbed context.
The CHMA (2021) sub-surface investigations
CHMA (2021) carried out a program of sub-surface investigations at site
AH7775/AH1383. The test pitting involved the excavation of a total of 30 test pits across
the site area and surrounds (Pits 31-60). A total of 14 stone artefacts were recovered
from these test pits. Five of the test pits were artefact bearing (pits 31-33-35-36 and 37),
with the highest number of artefacts recovered from Pit 36, which yielded seven
artefacts. In addition, low densities of shell midden material were recovered from five of
the test pits (pits 31-34-35-36 and 37). No lenses or stratified deposits of midden
material was identified in any of these pits. Instead, fragments of shell material was
scattered throughout the soil deposits. This means that all of the Aboriginal cultural
deposits recovered through the test pitting program at PAD1 (stone artefacts and shell
midden material) came from just six test pits. Table 2 provides the summary details for
the test pitting program at PAD1, with Figure 7 providing a map of the distribution of the
30 test pits, which is colour coded to denote the artefact bearing test pits. The six test
pits that yielded cultural deposits are all clustered at the north-west end of PAD1, across
an area measuring approximately 25m x 20m. This generally corresponds to the area
where CHMA (2018) recorded surface deposits of artefacts and shell midden material.
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The test pitting program has confirmed the presence of low to low-moderate density
deposits of stone artefacts and shell midden material present in this area, with a discrete
spike in artefact densities present along the north-west edge of the site (around Pit 36).
Based on the observations made during the test pitting program, and the previous
recording of this site undertaken by Stanton (1997) and CHMA (2011 and 2018), it
appears that the artefact deposits associated with this site is confined to an area
measuring approximately 70m in length (south-east to north-west) x 20m wide (see
Figure 1). The site may once have been larger in spatial extent. However, the area to the
north and west of the site has been very heavily impacted by development activity and
any artefact deposits that may once have been present in these areas appears to have
been destroyed.
The density and nature of the artefact deposits present at site AH1383/AH7775 is
consistent with this area having been utilised as an interim seasonal camp site
positioned on the northern margins of the River Derwent.
Table 1: Summary details for the artefacts recovered from the test pitting program
at site AH7775/AH1383
Pit
Spit Artefact type
Material type
Colour
Length Width
No.
31
2
angular fragment
Chert
internal
30
35
fractures
31
2
angular fragment
degraded Silcrete
pink38
41
brown,redbrown
31
3
flaked piece
Silcrete
grey
20
12
33
1
flaked piece with
Chert
black, white
34
23
retouch
inclusions
33
1
flaked piece with
Silcrete
black, white
21
32
retouch
nclusions
35
3
angular fragment
degraded Silcrete
grey,pink37
39
brown
36
2
flake with retouch
Chert
grey-brown
27
17
36
2
flake fragment
Chert
smooth
22
25
36
2
flake fragment
Chert
grey-brown
22
15
36
2
whole flake
indurated
smooth
21
21
Sedimentary
36
2
flake fragment
Silcrete
pink57
26
brown,greybrown
36
3
whole flake
Indurated Mudstone brown,black 11
13
36
3
flake fragment
Quartzite
l.pink-red
42
27
37
3
whole flake
Silcrete
brown
11
12
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8
5
7
6
22

6
8
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Plate 1: Fragmented shell midden material associated with site AH1383/AH7775

Plate 2: View north at the location of site AH1383/AH7775
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Site Name: AH11873
Site Type: Isolated artefact
Grid references: E519664 N5268751 (GDA 94)
Previous Recordings of the Site
Site AH11873 was originally recorded by CHMA (2013) as part of an Aboriginal heritage
assessment for a 25ha subdivision proposal on Boral land located immediately to the
east of the Midland Highway. The artefact was reported to be situated within a farm
paddock, approximately 40m north of the East Derwent Highway. The artefact was
described as a silcrete flake.
Current recording
During the course of the current assessment, site AH11873 was relocated. The artefact
was confirmed as being that originally recorded by CHMA (2013) and was identified at
the same grid reference location. As described by CHMA (2013), the site is situated in a
farm paddock, approximately 40m north of the East Derwent Highway. The terrain where
the site is located is characteristically flat to very gently sloping (slope gradient 1⁰), with
the slope direction being north-east to south-west. The farm paddock has been
predominantly cleared of native vegetation and re-planted with introduced grasses.
There are remnant mature Eucalypts scattered throughout the paddock. Prior to land
clearing, the vegetation structure is likely to have been open Eucalypt woodland, with an
understorey of acacia and tea tree species.
There are no water courses in the immediate vicinity of the site. The closest named
water courses are the Jordan River located 1km to the north, Ashburton Creek which is
situated around 1km to the west and the Derwent River which is 1.5km to the south.
Soils across the site areas are regolith gravelly /sand clay deposits. These soils are
derived from the underling conglomerate sandstone bedrock. Soils are typically very
shallow, with the parent bedrock exposed to the surface at numerous locations in the
general site surrounds. There are a large amount of rounded quartz pebbles o the soil
surface in this area which have derived from the decomposition of the bedrock
conglomerates.
Surface visibility within the general surrounds of the site was moderate (30-40%), with
grass cover being quite sparse. There are also a number of stock erosion scalds in the
general vicinity of the site which provide discreet locations of improved visibility. Given
that there are some constraints in surface visibility it is possible that additional
undetected artefacts are present in this area, however the observed surface expression
indicates that artefact densities will be low to very low. Because of the very shallow soil
deposits, these artefacts are expected to be primarily confined to the surface.
Artefact details
- Grey silcrete flake 41mm x 58mm x 9mm
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Plate 1: View west at the location of site AH11873

Plate 2: Grey silcrete flake from site AH11873
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Plate 2: Grey silcrete flake from site AH11873
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Site Name: PAD2 incorporating sites AH7776 AH1381 AH1382
Site Type: Potential Archaeological Deposit incorporating three Shell middens
Grid references(GDA 94)
E518732 N5267797
E518770 N5267842
E518783 N5267844
E518807 N5267914
E518903 N5267857
E519017 N5267856
E519040 N5267843
E518988 N5267787
E518888 N5267716
E518867 N5267716
E518836 N5267739
E518781 N5267808
Site Description
PAD2 encompasses a 200m x 130m area at Woods Point, on the northern margins of
the River Derwent estuary, 400m to 600m downstream (east) of the Bridgewater Bridge.
PAD incorporates sites AH7776, AH1382 and AH1381. Sites AH7776 and AH1382 were
both relocated by CHMA (2020). Site AH1381 could not be relocated by CHMA (2020).
The following provides the descriptions for sites AH7776 and AH1382
Site Name: AH1382
Site type: Shell midden
Grid Reference (GDA94)
E518871 N5267750
E518882 N5267748
E518893 N5267751
E518904 N5267760
E518907 N5267758
E518896 N5267746
E518882 N5267741
E518870 N5267746
Previous Recordings of the Site
Site AH1382 was originally recorded by Officer (1980) as part of his Derwent Estuary
survey program. The site recording form provided for this site provides little in the way of
details, other than to note that it is a deflated shell midden site.
Current Recording
During the course of the current survey assessment a shell midden deposit was
identified within 15m of the grid reference location provided on the AHR for site AH1382.
Given the close spatial proximity, it is assumed that this shell midden correlates with
AH1382.
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The site is located on the northern margins of the River Derwent, approximately 500m
downstream (south-east) of the Bridgewater Bridge. The River Derwent estuary is a ‘ria’
or drowned river valley formed by coastal submergence about 6,000 years ago. The
shoreline of the estuary in the surrounds of Bridgewater is low-energy, with mudflats and
shoals exposed at low tide (see Plate 4). The River is estuarine around Bridgewater is
estuarine, and subject to tidal influences. This low energy shoreline hosts a range of low
energy shellfish species, including mud oyster and black mussel, which would have
been important components of the traditional Aboriginal diet.
The site is situated on a small south orientated point known as Woods Point, which just
out slightly into the Derwent, creating a small bay to the east. The terrain across Woods
Point is flat to gently undulating, with slope gradients typically not exceeding 3⁰. The
point is elevated around 2m to 4m above sea level. Access to the estuarine foreshore
margins is very easy all the way along the point.
Woods point has been entirely cleared of native vegetation as part of past farming
practices. The vegetations across the point now consists predominantly of introduced
grasses, with stands of boxthorn and wattle regrowth along the southern fringes.
The shell midden material was identified along a 40m section of a 4m vehicle track that
runs along the southern edge of the point, around 15m inland from the high tide mark.
The density of midden material ranges from sparse to moderate concentrations, and is
comprised predominantly of mud oyster shell, with small amounts of mussel shell also
present. The midden material is typically highly fragmented. No bone material or stone
artefacts were identified in association with the midden deposit. The observed
expression of midden material is confined to the soil surface, with no lenses evident.
Surface visibility on the section of vehicle track where the site is located was fair,
averaging 40%. Off the track, visibility was reduced to less than 10% due to thick grass
cover. Given these constraints in visibility, it seems very likely that the site extends
beyond the current recorded spatial boundaries. Soils in this area are brown alluvial
loams with some depth. There is therefore the potential for sub-surface deposits of
midden material to be present. If sub-surface midden deposits are present, they are
likely to have been disturbed by previous vegetation clearing.
It should be noted that there is another shell midden site (AH7776) which is located
around 50m to the north-west of AH1382, and it is possible that the two sites are part of
the one larger site complex, although there is a distinct gap of midden material along the
vehicle track between the two sites.
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Plate 1: View east at the location of site AH1382 at Woods Point on the north margins of
the River Derwent

Plate 2: View west at the location of site AH1382 at Woods Point on the north margins of
the River Derwent
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Plate 3: Fragmented midden material from site AH1382
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Site Name: AH7776
Site type: Shell midden
Grid Reference (GDA94)
E518823 N5267788
E518827 N5267790
E518834 N5267779
E518847 N5267766
E518845 N5267763
E518831 N5267778
Previous Recordings of the Site
Site AH7776 was originally recorded by Stanton (1997) as part of the Bridgewater Bridge
Planning Study. The site was described as an artefact scatter comprising two stone
artefacts, which was reported to be located on the Derwent river flats, approximately
420m downstream of the Bridgewater Bridge. The two artefacts were reported to have
been identified underneath an African boxthorn plant, next to a large pine tree. The
artefacts were described as a grey banded chert flake with retouch and a quartzite flake.
The artefacts were believed to have been manufactured from cobbles obtained from the
nearby shoreline.
Current Recording
During the course of the current survey assessment, the field team carried out an
inspection of the area where site AH7776 was reported to be located. The team
searched underneath boxthorns along the river margins in this area, as well as around
the base of pine trees, but could not relocate the two artefacts previously recorded by
Stanton (1997). There were several small erosion scalds present around the base of
some of the boxthorns in this area, providing locales of improved visibility. However, in
general surface visibility in this area was low (10-20%) due to grass cover. The
constraints in visibility may explain why the artefacts could not be relocated.
The field team did identify a sparse scatter of shell midden material approximately 10m
to the north-east of the reported location of site AH7776. Given the close spatial
proximity, it is assumed that this shell midden material forms a component of site
AH7776.
The site is located on the northern margins of the River Derwent, approximately 430m
downstream (south-east) of the Bridgewater Bridge. The River Derwent estuary is a ‘ria’
or drowned river valley formed by coastal submergence about 6,000 years ago. The
shoreline of the estuary in the surrounds of Bridgewater is low-energy, with mudflats and
shoals exposed at low tide (see Plate 4). The River is estuarine around Bridgewater is
estuarine, and subject to tidal influences. This low energy shoreline hosts a range of low
energy shellfish species, including mud oyster and black mussel, which would have
been important components of the traditional Aboriginal diet.
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The site is situated on a small south orientated point known as Woods Point, which just
out slightly into the Derwent, creating a small bay to the east. The terrain across Woods
Point is flat to gently undulating, with slope gradients typically not exceeding 3⁰. The
point is elevated around 2m to 4m above sea level. Access to the estuarine foreshore
margins is very easy all the way along the point.
Woods point has been entirely cleared of native vegetation as part of past farming
practices. The vegetations across the point now consists predominantly of introduced
grasses, with stands of boxthorn and wattle regrowth along the southern fringes.
The shell midden material was identified along a 30m section of a 4m vehicle track that
runs along the southern edge of the point, around 15m inland from the high tide mark.
The density of midden material is sparse, and is comprised predominantly of mud oyster
shell, with small amounts of mussel shell also present. The midden material is typically
highly fragmented. No bone material or stone artefacts were identified in association with
the midden deposit. The observed expression of midden material is confined to the soil
surface, with no lenses evident.
Surface visibility on the section of vehicle track where the site is located was fair,
averaging 40%. Off the track, visibility was reduced to less than 10% due to thick grass
cover. Given these constraints in visibility, it seems very likely that the site extends
beyond the current recorded spatial boundaries. Soils in this area are brown alluvial
loams with some depth. There is therefore the potential for sub-surface deposits of
midden material to be present. If sub-surface midden deposits are present, they are
likely to have been disturbed by previous vegetation clearing.
It should be noted that there is another shell midden site (AH1382) which is located
around 50m to the south-east of AH7776, and it is possible that the two sites are part of
the one larger site complex, although there is a distinct gap of midden material along the
vehicle track between the two sites.
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Plate 1: View west at the location of site AH7776 at Woods Point

Plate 2: View east at the location of site AH7776 at Woods Point
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Plate 3: View south at the area where the artefacts associated with AH7776, where site
was reported by Stanton (2007) as being located

Plate 4: Shell midden material from site AH7776
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Appendix 4
Unanticipated Discovery Plan
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Unanticipated Discovery Plan
Procedure for the management of unanticipated
discoveries of Aboriginal relics in Tasmania

For the management of unanticipated discoveries of Aboriginal relics in accordance with the Aboriginal
Heritage Act 1975 and the Coroners Act 1995. The Unanticipated Discovery Plan is in two sections.
Discovery of Aboriginal Relics
other than Skeletal Material
Step 1:
Any person who believes they have uncovered
Aboriginal relics should notify all employees or
contractors working in the immediate area that all
earth disturbance works must cease immediately.
Step 2:
A temporary ‘no-go’ or buffer zone of at least
10m x 10m should be implemented to protect the
suspected Aboriginal relics, where practicable. No
unauthorised entry or works will be allowed within
this ‘no-go’ zone until the suspected Aboriginal
relics have been assessed by a consulting
archaeologist, Aboriginal Heritage Officer or
Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania staff member.
Step 3:
Contact Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania on
1300 487 045 as soon as possible and inform
them of the discovery. Documentation of the find
should be emailed to
aboriginal@heritage.tas.gov.au as soon as possible.
Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania will then provide
further advice in accordance with the Aboriginal
Heritage Act 1975.

Discovery of Skeletal Material
Step 1:
Call the Police immediately. Under no
circumstances should the suspected skeletal
material be touched or disturbed. The area should
be managed as a crime scene. It is a criminal
offence to interfere with a crime scene.
Step 2:
Any person who believes they have uncovered
skeletal material should notify all employees or
contractors working in the immediate area that all
earth disturbance works cease immediately.
Step 3:
A temporary ‘no-go’ or buffer zone of at least
50m x 50m should be implemented to protect
the suspected skeletal material, where practicable.
No unauthorised entry or works will be allowed
within this ‘no-go’ zone until the suspected skeletal
remains have been assessed by the Police and/or
Coroner.
Step 4:
If it is suspected that the skeletal material is
Aboriginal, Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania should be
notified.
Step 5:
Should the skeletal material be determined to be
Aboriginal, the Coroner will contact the Aboriginal
organisation approved by the Attorney-General, as
per the Coroners Act 1995.
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Guide to Aboriginal site types
Stone Artefact Scatters
A stone artefact is any stone or rock fractured or
modified by Aboriginal people to produce cutting,
scraping or grinding implements. Stone artefacts
are indicative of past Aboriginal living spaces, trade
and movement throughout Tasmania. Aboriginal
people used hornfels, chalcedony, spongelite,
quartzite, chert and silcrete depending on stone
quality and availability. Stone artefacts are typically
recorded as being ‘isolated’ (single stone artefact)
or as an ‘artefact scatter’ (multiple stone artefacts).
Shell Middens
Middens are distinct concentrations of discarded
shell that have accumulated as a result of past
Aboriginal camping and food processing activities.
These sites are usually found near waterways and
coastal areas, and range in size from large mounds
to small scatters. Tasmanian Aboriginal middens
commonly contain fragments of mature edible
shellfish such as abalone, oyster, mussel, warrener
and limpet, however they can also contain stone
tools, animal bone and charcoal.
Rockshelters
An occupied rockshelter is a cave or overhang
that contains evidence of past Aboriginal use
and occupation, such as stone tools, middens
and hearths, and in some cases, rock markings.
Rockshelters are usually found in geological
formations that are naturally prone to weathering,
such as limestone, dolerite and sandstone

Quarries
An Aboriginal quarry is a place where stone or
ochre has been extracted from a natural source by
Aboriginal people. Quarries can be recognised by
evidence of human manipulation such as battering
of an outcrop, stone fracturing debris or ochre
pits left behind from processing the raw material.
Stone and ochre quarries can vary in terms of size,
quality and the frequency of use.
Rock Marking
Rock marking is the term used in Tasmania to
define markings on rocks which are the result of
Aboriginal practices. Rock markings come in two
forms; engraving and painting. Engravings are made
by removing the surface of a rock through pecking,
abrading or grinding, whilst paintings are made by
adding pigment or ochre to the surface of a rock.
Burials
Aboriginal burial sites are highly sensitive and may
be found in a variety of places, including sand
dunes, shell middens and rock shelters. Despite
few records of pre-contact practices, cremation
appears to have been more common than burial.
Family members carried bones or ashes of recently
deceased relatives. The Aboriginal community
has fought long campaigns for the return of the
remains of ancestral Aboriginal people.

Further information on Aboriginal Heritage is available from:
Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania
Natural and Cultural Heritage Division
Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment
GPO Box 44 Hobart TAS 7001
Telephone: 1300 487 045
Email:
aboriginal@heritage.tas.gov.au
Web:
www.aboriginalheritage.tas.gov.au
This publication may be of assistance to you but the State of Tasmania and its employees do not accept responsibility for the accuracy, completeness,
or relevance to the user’s purpose, of the information and therefore disclaims all liability for any error, loss or other consequence which may arise from
relying on any information in this publication.
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